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INTRODUCTION

The many new types of molecular connectiv-
ity indices (Pogliani, 2000, 2002, 2004, 2005, 
2006, 2007, 2009, 2010; Garcia-Domenech et 
al., 2008), which will be discussed and used for 
model purposes in this paper are defined by a 

family of formally similar algorithms. The very 
first graph-theoretical algorithm for these indices 
was devised by Randić in 1975 (Randić, 1975), 
and was, soon later, developed into a completely 
new chemical theory known as the molecular con-
nectivity (MC) theory, by Kier and Hall (Kier & 
Hall, 1986, 1999). This theory has, since then, been 
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ABSTRACT

Valence molecular connectivity indices are based on the concept of valence delta, δ v, that can be derived 
from general chemical graphs or chemical pseudographs. A general graph or pseudograph has multiple 
edges and loops and can be used to encode, through the valence delta, chemical entities. Two graph-
theoretical concepts derived from chemical pseudographs are the intrinsic (I) and the electrotopological 
state (E) values, which are the used to define the valence delta of the pseudoconnectivity indices, ψI,S. 
Complete graphs encode, through a new valence delta, the core electrons of any atoms in a molecule. The 
connectivity indices, either valence connectivity or pseudoconnectivity, are the starting point to develop 
the dual connectivity indices. The dual indices show that not only can they assume negative values but 
also cover a wide range of numerical values. The central parameter of the molecular connectivity theory, 
the valence delta, defines a completely new set of connectivity indices, which can be distinguished by 
their configuration and advantageously used to model different properties and activities of compounds.
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enriched and discussed in many ways (Pogliani, 
2000; Garcia-Domenech et al., 2008; Trinajstić, 
1992; Devillers & Balaban, 1999, Todeschini & 
Consonni, 2000; Diudea, 2000; Estrada, 2001; 
Li & Gutman, 2006). A central parameter of the 
molecular connectivity algorithms is the valence 
delta number, δv, which has recently undergone 
a radical transformation in the hands of Pogliani 
(Garcia-Domenech et al., 2008). Today this graph-
theoretical number is defined in a way that it is 
able to encode not only the sigma-, pi- and non-
bonding n-electrons but also the core electrons 
and the contribute of the suppressed hydrogen 
atoms, and it does it by the aid of concepts like 
general graphs or pseudographs and complete 
graphs. This important number has been defined 
in the following way,
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Parameter δv(ps) is the vertex degree number 
of an atom in a pseudograph. Parameter q equals 
1 or p; parameter p⋅r equals the sum of all vertex 
degrees in a complete graph, and it equals twice the 
number of its connections. Notice that parameter 
q has fixed values and it is not used as an optimiz-
ing parameter, something like Randić’s variable 
index (Randić & Basak, 2001). The fact that q = 
1 or p has the consequence that four possible sets 
of molecular connectivity indices can be obtained 
and they are: for q = 1 and p = odd (1, 3, 5, ..) 
a Kp-(p-odd) set of indices is obtained, for q = 1 
and p = sequential (1, 2, 3, …) a Kp-(p-seq) set 
is obtained, for q = p and p = odd a Kp-(pp-odd) 
set is obtained, and for q = p and p = seq a Kp-
(pp-seq) set of indices is obtained. The rationale 
of this distinction resides in the fact that in many 
cases MC indices derived with p odd-valued show 
a superior model quality. Perturbation parameter 
fδ takes care of the suppressed hydrogen atoms in 
a chemical graph or pseudograph, and is defined 
in the following way

fδ = [δv
m(ps)- δv(ps)]/δv

m(ps) = 1 - δv(ps)/δv
m(ps) 

= nH/δv
m(ps) (2)

Here, δv
m(ps) is the maximal δv(ps) value a het-

eroatom can have in a chemical HS-pseudograph 
when all bonded hydrogens are substituted by 
heteroatoms, and nH equals the number of hydro-
gen atoms normally bonded to any heteroatom 
(C inclusive).

For completely substituted carbons (or het-
eroatoms): nH = 0, fδ = 0 [as: δv

m(ps) = δv(ps)], 
while for alkanes δ and δv are now related as, 
δv(ps) = δ and δv = (1+ fδ

n)δ (in this case p = 
1). Only for quaternary carbons (with fδ = 0) δv 
= δ is obtained. Exponent n can have different 
values, and even negative values to allow for a 
strong perturbation value. The higher the value 
of n the lower the perturbation and for very high 
values (n ≥ 50) the perturbation is practically 
zero. The reader should notice that the hydrogen 
perturbation allows to differentiate among p- and 
δv(ps)-similar atoms, which differ in the number 
of bonded hydrogen atoms as in the case of the 
HS chemical pseudographs plus complete graphs 
of LiF, BeHF, BH2F, and CH3F.

For every n value a specific set of constant 
molecular connectivity index values is obtained, 
and this allows to check the amount of hydrogen 
perturbation, which is responsible for the best 
model. This parameter is not used as a variable 
parameter (even if it could) and this means that 
the number of molecular connectivity indices 
can be quite large as each set depends now on 
the values of q, p and n. These three values de-
termine what could be defined a configuration 
of the molecular connectivity indices: Kp(p-odd/
seq; pp-odd/seq)/fδ

n.

Chemical Graphs, Pseudographs 
and Complete Graphs

Let us now spend two words about graphs, 
pseudographs (or general graphs) and complete 
graphs (Kier & Hall, 1986, 1999; Trinajstić, 
1992; Devillers & Balaban, 1999, Todeschini & 
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